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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I think I was asked to be part of this presentation because it has taken us years (fortunately, a little shy of a decade) to create our Asset Management Plan Process.  Ours is not as sophisticated as Amelia’s as you’ll see in a few minutes, but we spent a lot of time figuring out what we wanted to get out of our plans, how they would be used, what were their real use and purpose, who would be part of the planning and who would be part of the execution, who would get reporting, etc.  We spent a lot of time figuring out how to USE the plans, not just how to write them down.We have a lot of stakeholders connected to our properties and this process has helped us get all of them on the same page and well as have at least a piece of the ownership of what is in those plans.  This has made it much easier to set expectations for everyone and to create an environment where we’re all accountable to each other.The Result has been that our properties continue to perform financially better every year and our properties have a specific roadmap for being a place where our residents want to live for many, many years to come…and where the properties and Homeport are more and more financially sustainable.Two seconds of Homeport portfolio facts:  35 properties, approx. 2400 units, about 1/3rd past Year 153 additional properties at some point in construction right nowHad 3, now 2-3rd party Property management companies…basically split 50/50…Approx 500 lease option homes, 170 currently available for purchase (All within about 20 miles of our home office)With diverse portfolio, very important to have individualized and unique property plans for each property



Step 1: Identifying the Obvious and Hidden Risks 
that Impact Your Portfolio

• Spend time (constantly and consistently) understanding the kinds 
of things that impact or COULD impact your Portfolio

• Portfolio Physical, Legal and Financial Risks (Most Obvious)
• Continuing Operational Risks
• Situational Risks to a Particular Property
• Property Management (3rd Party or Internal) Expectations & Performance
• Increased Size of Post-Year 15 Portfolio

• Organizational Risks (Less Obvious)
• Staffing and Use of Time
• Role of Resident Services
• Changes in Board’s Strategic Plan
• Organizational Outside Relationships and Partners and their impact
• Insurance coverage; tax law changes; 3rd Party Reporting Changes
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Spend time (Constantly and Consistently) understanding the kinds of things that impact or COULD impact your Portfolio Portfolio Physical, Legal and Financial Risks (More Obvious)Continuing Operational RisksProperty Asset Management Plans created and being executed?  Cash Flow (property performance); Distributions to Parent to cover expensesSituational Risks to a Particular PropertyAging Properties and the Need to Update/FixRefinancing Deadlines and Lender Requirements (Banks, City and other soft debt lenders) and other Repositioning Options Reaching Year 15; Lease Option Single Family Home SalesProperty Management (3rd Party or Internal):Are Owner and Investor Expectations Being Met? What about constant staffing changes and inexperienced staff in a tight employment market?Increased Post-Year 15 Portfolio (New Internal Processes with no investor looking over your shoulder)Organizational Risks (Less Obvious)StaffingAsset Management Department:  Departures; Deployments; New hires; On-going operational tasks; Situational tasks where amount of time needed is unpredictable; Hiring an employee versus using a consultant; Ever-increasing technical knowledge needed by everyoneOther Positions:  CEO, Real Estate Development, Finance personnel.  How do these changes impact organizational focus and decision-making?Corporate Reorganizations:  Changes in Responsibilities; Changes in PhilosophiesRole of Resident ServicesChanges in Board’s Strategic Plan…focus on non-LIHTC projects…what new needs to be learned?Organizational Outside Relationships and Partners and their impactInsurance coverage; tax law changes; 3rd Party Reporting ChangesThe time it takes to monitor any and all changes



Step 1: Identifying the Obvious and Hidden Risks that Impact 
Your Portfolio (Continued)

• Environmental Risks (Often More Subtle)
• Changing Demographics and national/regional economic stability
• Newer rental stock that surrounds your properties
• Changing Laws, Policies, Power and Priorities
• Changing Underwriting Priorities
• Crime and other non-financial risks

• Unpredictable Risks (They Happen…)
• What is your process to identify that something just happened that creates a 

risk?
• What is your process to analyze and respond to and/or mitigate that risk?



Step 2: Track Data that Demonstrates the Status of those Risks

• What data?
• Where is it?  One place?  Multiple places?  Internal or external?
• Who is responsible for that data?  Who smooshes it together?
• What processes need to be followed and are those processes 

documented?
• Who has what role? Internal staff? Board and/or Board Committees?  

3rd parties?
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What data do you need to track in order to monitor the risks you identified?Do you have the software you need?  Do you have the right staff to track and who embrace the need for tracking and understand its use?Who is responsible for that data?What is the process for when staff changes to continue to update that data?Is all that you need tracked in multiple places?What is the role of internal staff?  What is the role of the Board and/or Board Committees?  What is the role of 3rd party vendors?



Step 3: Create and Analyze Reports of that Risk Data

• Internal Reports, Analysis and Decision-Making
• Most granular reporting
• Summaries to monitor exceptions once set criteria
• Set aside significant time to analyze
• Who should be part of what decisions?

• Board Reports, Analysis and Decision-Making
• More summaries with focus on exceptions and decision-making
• Change constantly depending on portfolio size and make-up of the Board

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we have grown, some reports that were Board level are now too granular and have become exclusively used internally



Example:  Internal Watch List (Criteria)



Example:  Internal Watch List



Example:  Internal Watch List



Example:  
Board 
Summary



Example:  Board Summary



Step 4: Change What You’re Doing to Avoid/Mitigate Potential 
Risks or in Response when those Risks Actually Happen 

• Avoiding/Mitigating Potential Risks
• Be clear in what you are trying to avoid/mitigate a risk
• Have the right people in the room when deciding what to do to 

avoid/mitigate a risk
• Get up-front buy-in that the item is truly a risk that needs to be tracked 

and avoided
• Track that the risk is truly being avoided/mitigated
• Constantly think through if there are risks that need to be added/deleted 

from radar
• Responses to Risks that Actually Happen

• Be intentional with what you change
• Have the right people in the room to analyze when making changes
• Get appropriate up-front buy-in for the changes 
• Track the efficacy of the response(s)
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